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Key Findings

Auditors

- Within Auditors, I am able to analysis data and check the account. As an auditor, I can use my logistical skill to analysis information and supervise the financial condition. I also can learn to improve the efficiency of team work because auditors need to work with many companies.

Economic consulting

- Within Economic Consulting, I can help people to solve their economic problems. As a economic consulting, I also can use my knowledge to provide good service for clients. In this field, I am able to learn to communicate with clients and understand each client’s requirements.
Top Values

- **Solitude**- Solitude is a special value for me. I feel free and comfortable when I am alone. Being alone can make me introspect myself and can keep my head clear. I can calm down and have some great ideas, when I am enjoying the moments of solitude.

- **Family**- Family is my strong supporter and warm harbor. Family has great influence on me. No matter how hard I am, as long as there is my family, everything will be all right. The family gives me a sense of security and belonging. I love my family very much.

- **Friendship**- Friendship is also important for me. I enjoy making happy memory with my friends. My friends understand me and I like chatting with them. I also can learn a lot good qualities and knowledge from friends. I am very grateful to my friends.
Interests Overview

- **Application of Technology** - I am learning Bus K-201, which is about technology application. It is very interesting for me to design a form and make it to meet the requirements. I can learn how to make Microsoft assess and Microsoft excel and use these skills in my future work.

- **Quantitative Analysis** - It needs to analysis enterprise financial statements and make investment judgment. I prefer to use number to analysis or record things. I have a sense of accomplishment when I analysis data and get the results. So this interest fits me.
Personality Type

- **Guardian** - This report shows that Guardians have logistical skills and like following the procedure. Guardian also like working hard and being dependable. They have a sense of responsibility and like working in a team. I think these things fit me very well. I have a planner to arrange my daily life. I like to make a plan and follow the plan to finish things. When I check one thing I have done, I feel a sense of achievement. I also like working in a team because the power of a team is larger than the power of myself. Besides, I try my best to work hard and help people to solve problems. Furthermore, Guardian have responsible parents. My parents teach me a lot of knowledge and they also respect my choices. I love them very much.

- **Protector** - Protector prefer to service for others and help them to release potential. They like to finish work as soon as possible and spend more time than others in finishing work because they want to think deeply. It is hard for protector to accept criticism. They like to have some degree of independence when they are working. Besides, I am glad to help people and provide service. I often think a lot during the time of working because I want to make my work close to perfection. I feel sad when I get criticism because I think I do my best.
I like Quantitative Analysis. Since accounting need to analysis data and see the development of future from the data, I think accounting fits me very well. This major also gives me a sense of security. I feel comfortable to be an accountant.

If I learn the accounting, I can learn something about CPA exam. When I finish 150 points for accounting in Indiana University, I can go to take CPA exam.

Besides, the four normal Accounting Firms will give career fairs to the students in this school. So we have chance to do internship in these firms.

Indiana university also can provide 5 year combined B.S./M.B.A in Accounting program. It is helpful for international students to save money and time.

One possible career is tax consulting. A tax consulting helps people to solve problems about tax. A tax consulting also can help the company avoid the tax risk. I like to help people and provide service.

Another possible career is auditors evaluate. Being a auditors can collect and analysis information. It is interesting for me to deal with data. Auditors need to corporate with other companies to finish their work. I can learn a lot from different companies.
In-Depth Major2-Economic Consulting

- Economic consulting is in charge of solving problems about economic, providing information about economic and guide economic activities. It fits my interests. I enjoy providing service and help people to get the largest benefit.

- IUB provides Bachelor of Science in Business and Ph.D. in Business Economic and Public Policy.

- IUB shows that there are 25% consulting in BEPP placements by Industry. It is easier for me to find job, if I learn this major.

- One possible career is economic consulting. If I choose this major, I can help people to solve economic problems and analysis the data. It needs to provide suggestions to clients. It fits my interest.

- Another possible career is management consulting. It can help clients to make a economic plan. I like make plans. It will receive clients’ requirements and then use special knowledge and experience to help clients. I am glad to help my clients to fix their problems and provide good service.
In-Depth Major 3 - Finance

- Finance is charge of studying financing currency and monetary found of economic activities. It studies how individual, company and government spend and manage funds.

- IUB provides Bachelor of Science in Business, Master of Business Administration and Ph.D. in Finance.

- IUB provides Investment Banking Network. So students can be trained and get experiment.

- One possible career is Stock Broker. A Stock Broker should provide investors with the stock and bond trading service. A Stock Broker also can help clients to buy or sell bound. I like to provide service for other people.

- Another possible career is Financial Analyst. Financial Analyst should collect information and analysis information. Then, Financial Analyst should provide report and track the changes. It fits my second interest. I like to analysis data or information. it is interesting for me to help the company or individuals to solve problems.
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